
Section 1 Vocabulary
Pages 1-52

Introvert (noun): 
Someone who is shy or likes to spend time alone.

Context inside the book: Page 3

“And if all you hear is the whisper of the leaves, 
don’t worry. Most trees are introverts at heart. 

Red is saying that trees can tell stories, but if you 
don’t hear any stories from trees it is likely 
because most trees are shy.

Context outside of the book:
● My friend doesn’t like to go to school 

dances, because she is an introvert.
● Lucy is an introvert, she didn’t talk to 

anyone at the party.

Synonym (word that is similar): Shy



Aspiration (noun): The want to achieve (or do) something 
great

Context inside the book: Page 9

“There’s a reason for this, and it goes way back 
to when I wasn’t much more than a tiny seed with 
higher aspirations.”

Red is talking about how he is called Wishtree 
and it is because 

Context outside of the book:
● Taylor’s aspiration is to become a famous 

opera singer.

Synonym (word that is similar): Ambition, 
yearning, passion

Discreet (adj.) Describes doing something carefully in the 
hopes of being unnoticed.

Context inside the book:  Page 13

“Nonetheless, I’ve always known how to keep a 
secret. You have to be discreet when you’re a 
wishtree.”

Red is saying that he carefully keep everyone’s 
wishes to himself without being noticed.

Context outside of the book:
● Sarah tried to be discreet while passing a 

note to Kaylee during class.
● We were very discreet while planning my 

brother’s surprise party.

Synonym (word that is similar): careful, 
unnoticeable



Frantic (adj.) Describes an action that is full of panicked 
emotion.

Context inside the book: Page 20

“When the mailman opened the box, Fly leapt out 
with a frantic croak.”

Fly had been sleeping in the mailbox, so when 
the mailman suddenly open it, Fly was startled 
and panicked.

Context outside of the book:
● Matt was frantic because he could hear his 

school bus coming down the street but the 
printer hadn’t finished printing the paper 
that was due today .

● When I dropped the glass bowl I let out a 
frantic sceam.

Synonym (word that is similar): distraught, 
shook up, freaked out

Where is my 
homework?

Compromise an agreement that was made by two parties.
Where neither side feels a win or a loss. 

Context inside the book: Page 25

“Every spring brings new residents, old friends, 
and more chances for compromise.” 

Red is explaining that he is home to many 
residents who don’t always get along. However, 
they always make it work by compromising. 

Context outside of the book:
● The two friends couldn’t agree on what yo 

play, so they had to compromise.
● Wilson needed to read, but he wanted to 

play. We came to a compromise that if 
Wilson read for 20 minutes, we could take 
a break and play. 

Synonym (word that is similar): deal, 
settlement,happy medium



Determined (adj) Describes a feeling or want that cannot 
easily be changed 

Context inside the book: Page 44

“I couldn’t tell what he was carving, of course. 
But I could tell by the determined way he moved 
that it was meant to hurt.” 

Red is saying that the boy’s action was filled with 
a want to hurt someone, and that want could not 
easily be changed. 

Context outside of the book:
● Mary is determined to become a doctor.
● Ben ran up the stairs because he was 

determined to make it to class on time.

Synonym (word that is similar): strong-willed

Additional suggested Section 1 vocabulary
Optimistic (pg.15)
Intervene (pg. 20)
Unprecedented (pg.26)
Lingering (pg. 37)
Budding (pg. 37)
Acknowledgement (pg. 40)



Section 2 Vocabulary
Pages 53-104

taunting (verb) To say or do something mean or hurtful 
meant to insult someone.

Context inside the book: (p. 55)
Kids were taunting, or threatening, Samar because 
of their dislike for her cultural background.

“One afternoon, a car passed by, filled with angry 
men yelling angry things, things like ‘Muslims get 
out!’ Sometimes Samar would walk home trailed by 
children taunting her.”

Context outside of the book:
● The crowd was taunting the team when they 

missed the shot in soccer.
● He began taunting his sister for not getting to 

the controller first.

Synonym (word that is similar): insult, mock



sentimental (adjective) To have feelings of tenderness or 
sadness.

Context inside the book: (p. 58)
Francesca expresses how she feels about the 
wishtree.

“‘It’s been nothing but trouble for as long as I can 
remember.’ Francesca has never been the 
sentimental sort.”

Context outside of the book:
● She became sentimental thinking about her 

childhood.
● Everyone in the room was sentimental for 

the loss of his loved one.

Synonym (word that is similar): tender, weepy, 
sympathetic, touching, emotional, nostalgic, 
impressionable

notoriously (adverb) An emphasis that a quality (or fact) is 
well-known

Context inside the book: (p. 78)
Emphasizing how obviously forgetful raccoon 
mothers are.

“Raccoon mothers are notoriously forgetful, so 
they don’t bother with traditional names.”

Context outside of the book:
● He is known for notoriously forgetting to do 

his homework.
● Ursula is notoriously jealous of Ariel’s 

beautiful voice.

Synonym (word that is similar): infamously

Notoriously 
Curious



confident (adjective) The feeling of being sure or definite.
To have a strong belief or full assurance.

Context inside the book: (p. 89)
“‘Look, I heard Samar’s wish. How exactly are 
you going to find her a friend?’
‘You’ll see,’ I said, hoping I sounded more 
confident than I felt.”

Context outside of the book:
● She was confident that she aced her final 

because of all her studying.
● Be confident in making the right decision.

Synonym (word that is similar): convinced, positive, 
satisfied, sure

inquisitive (adjective) To be curious

Context inside the book:(p. 90)
The opossum mother talks about her baby 
opossums’ inquisitive behavior.

“‘They’re too...inquisitive,’ said 
FreshBakedBread. ‘Always poking their noses 
where they shouldn’t be…’” 

Context outside of the book:
● The inquisitive puppy tore up the couch 

cushions.
● The boy was inquisitive about the science 

topic the class was studying.

Synonym (word that is similar): interested in



boisterous (adjective) To describe a noisy person or loud 
sound.

Context inside the book: (p. 91)
The mother opossum, HairySpiders talks about 
how the baby raccoons are boisterous.

“‘Well, they are a bit boisterous,’ said 
HairySpiders. ‘At least my children have spunk,’ 
said BigYou.”

Context outside of the book:
● The babysitter did not realize how 

boisterous the kids were going to be.
● The boisterous thunder frightened the 

dogs.

Synonym (word that is similar): lively, animated, 
rowdy, unruly

Additional suggested vocabulary

● Intrepid (p.58)
● Reputation (p.67)
● Reassuring (p. 74)
● Savor (p. 79)
● Inherited (p. 79)
● Restless (p. 81)
● Friendship (p. 82)
● Buttinsky (p. 86)



Section 3 Vocabulary
Pages 105-162

Mimicking (verb) When someone or something copies another person or 
sound. This is often to be funny or to make fun of someone or something.

Context inside the book: (124):
“‘Hello,’ she said to Stephen, mimicking Samar’s 
voice.”

Bongo, a crow good at mimicking sounds and 
words, says hello to Stephen in a voice that 
sounds like Samar.

Context outside of the book:
● My little brother likes to mimic everything 

that I say.
● When learning to shoot a basket, I mimic 

Chris’ actions.

Synonym (word that is similar): Imitate, copy

Northern Mockingbirds are great at mimicking different sounds



Complied (verb) To do something that someone has asked you to do.

Context inside the book: (128)
“‘Pinch me,’ Stephen said. Samar complied.”

Red broke the main rule and speaks to Stephen 
and Samar. Stephen is afraid he is dreaming and 
asks Samar to pinch him.

Context outside of the book:
● My teacher asked me to wipe off the desks 

and I complied.
● If I comply with my mom’s directions 

without arguing, she will ask if I am sick.

Synonym (word that is similar): To follow, obey

Confidant A person who is trusted with a secret and will not tell anyone else.

Context inside the book: (134)
“My closest confidant was a young gray squirrel 
named Squibbles.”

Red and Squibbles worried about Maeve and 
shared concerns with each other.

Context outside of the book:
● My confidant is my best friend; she keeps 

my secrets.
● When I have big news to share, I tell my 

confidant.

Synonym (word that is similar): close friend, 
trustworthy person



Enterprising (Adj) When someone uses an item in a new way and without 
prior asking from another person.

Context inside the book: (140)
“Then, the ones that weren’t carried off in the 
wind… could be removed by people—or by 
enterprising squirrels.”

Red talks about what happens to the ribbons 
after May Day; squirrels sometimes take the 
ribbons for their nests.

Context outside of the book:
● The way the girl turned trash into musical 

instruments was enterprising and creative.

Synonym (word that is similar): Resourceful, 
imaginative, inventive

Quizzical (adj.) Puzzled by what happened, but amused.

Context inside the book: (154)
“‘Thanks?’ he said in a quizzical voice, using the 
same tone he might have used if Bongo had just 
made him pancakes.”

Red just finished telling his story and Stephen is 
still processing that a tree talked to him.

Context outside of the book:
● I watched with a quizzical expression as my 

dog suddenly woke up and zoomed around 
the room for no reason.

Synonym (word that is similar): Questioning, 
curious

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Nmnckhhs-I


Additional suggested vocabulary
● Promptly (108)
● Motivated (pg 110)
● Hesitated (pg. 113)
● Considered (116)
● Frustrated (pg 117)
● Abandoned (pg.147)

Section 4 Vocabulary
Pages 163-215



Vacate (verb) Leave a place that has been previously occupied. 

Context inside the book: 165
“Every year, the opossums and owls and such 
vacate the premises on Wishing Day.”

Context outside of the book:
● The children had to vacate the playground 

because of the rain.

Synonym (word that is similar): Leave

Indulge (Verb) Allow oneself to enjoy the pleasure of

Context inside the book: 182
“I wanted to indulge in some quiet contemplation 
about life and love and what it all meant.”

Context outside of the book:
● She indulged in some extra hot fudge on 

her sundae. 

Synonym (word that is similar): Give yourself a 
treat



Deluge (verb) inundate with a great quantity of something

Context inside the book: 187
“At first, people came in small groups, or one by 
one.But then something changed. The trickle of 
people became a deluge.”

Context outside of the book:
● The teacher experienced a deluge of 

volunteers when she asked to have the 
attendance brought to the office. 

Synonym (word that is similar): overload

Menagerie A collection of wild animals 

Context inside the book: 204
“Dave gestured helplessly at Francesca. ‘What is 
up with the menagerie, lady? How are we 
supposed to cut this tree down?’”

Context outside of the book:
● The zoo held a menagerie of unique 

animals.

Synonym (word that is similar): collection, exhibit



Additional Suggested Vocabulary
● Sentiment (pg. 165)
● Ferocious (167)
● Insensitive (171)
● Contemplation (pg.182)
● Fascinated (pg. 201)


